CUPBOARDS Completely metallic modular structure. Open versions, closed versions with leaf doors,
with metal sliding doors , glass and metallic net. The interior accessories include mobile metal shelves
for containing suspended files for vertical reading with a distance between centre of 33 cm. Easy glide
interlocking shelf dividers are available. The cupboards are available in various lengths and heights, in
three basic depths of 35 and 45 and 60 cm. The glass panels in the sliding doors are either tempered.
All the door are always fitted with locks. Cupboards with an upper extensions can be fitted with a
sliding ladder mounted on tracking. The cupboards are available in the following finishes: Grey Ral
7035, Ivory Ral 1013, Grey anthracite Ral 7016, and Grey aluminium Ral 9006. The sliding doors are
available in colours: red, white and green. The upper extensions can be fitted with melamine tops
which are available in the standard Socam finishes.
TAMBOUR CABINETS Completely metallic modular structure. The closed system in made up of a
plastic tambour that runs along guides fixed in the top and base. The doors are equipped with a central
reinforcement with a handle and Yale type lock.
FILING CABINETS Comprising a completely metallic structure and available a single or modular
units. Equipped with central locking for all drawers, with a device to prevent tipping and the possibility
to open one drawer at a time. Every drawer is fitted with supports to hold suspended files with a
distance between centres of 33 or 39 cm. The interior accessories include dividers for the whole width
of the drawer and to create two rows. The cabinets are available in the following finishes: Grey Ral
7035, Ivory and Grey anthracite Ral 7016.
CARD INDEX CABINETS Available in two heights, they have a completely metallic structure and are
equipped with central locking for all drawers. Some versions can also be fitted with an individual lock
for each compartment. Available in light grey finish only.
SECURITY Cabinets with modular metallic structure available in two sizes. All cabinets are fitted with
a two way locking system that closed the cabinet vertically and horizontally and a version with
combination lock is also available. A range of accessories is available in addition to standard interior
shelves. Available in light grey finish only.
SHELVING Two kinds of shelving units are available, bolted or interlocking. Both hook-on and bolted
shelves are reinforced adequately for the size of each individual shelf and can be fitted with an
interlocking vertical divider. The programme includes containers, created using standard shelves with
the addition of interlocking side panels and longitudinal panels. The shelving units can be fitted with a
sliding ladder mounted on tracking. The entire shelving programme is available in Grey Ral 7035.
LOCKERS Completely metallic structure for usa s changing room lockers or multipurpose cabinets.
Available in Grey Ral 7035 with interior accessories to suit the use to be made.
CANTEEN TABLE The structure is made up of tubular steel legs cm 40x40, joined bay melt bands. The
complete table is very strong and ideal for the intend use. The table top h. mm 25 is made of
melamine with rounded edges in compliances with the standard in force.

